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	[image: ANALOG CLOCK]ANALOG CLOCK
ANALOG CLOCK displays analog clocks on the web. Display an analog clock on your TV or smartphone.

	[image: DIGITAL CLOCK]DIGITAL CLOCK
DIGITAL CLOCK displays a digital clock on the web. Display the digital clock on your TV or smartphone.

	[image: STOPWATCH]STOPWATCH
STOPWATCH that displays a stopwatch on the Web. The stopwatch works even if you close the browser.

	[image: TIMER]TIMER
TIMER displays timers on the web. A timer that can be used online. The timer works even if you close the browser.

	[image: QR SCANNER]QR SCANNER
QR SCANNER is a QR code barcode reader that runs in browser. You can read the contents by scanning the QR code such as URL. It also supports reading by analyzing images. It can be used on Android, iPhone, and personal computer (PC).

	[image: QR GENERATOR]QR GENERATOR
QR GENERATOR creates a QR code on the browser. Create a QR code for the URL or text.

	[image: TRIAL PAD]TRIAL PAD
TRIAL PAD is a site that allows you to try out writing in your browser. You can try out different kinds of writing on your phone or computer. You can see your trial drawings in a timeline.

	[image: FILE WEB]FILE WEB
FILE WEB allows you to exchange files on your browser. You can easily exchange PDFs and photos between your smartphone or computer. It can be used as a place to temporarily connect your computer and smartphone, such as when you want to move files.

	[image: MEMO WEB]MEMO WEB
MEMO WEB is a memo pad on the browser. You can save your own notes. You can easily share notes on your smartphone or computer.

	[image: PAINT WEB]PAINT WEB
PAINT WEB allows you to draw and save pictures on your browser. You can easily paint on your smartphone or computer. Feel free to draw and save it as a file.

	[image: CALC WEB]CALC WEB
CALC WEB is a calculator on your browser. You can display the calculation result while checking the calculation formula. You can use it from your computer or smartphone.

	[image: EVENTSDAY WEB]EVENTSDAY WEB
EVENTS DAY Web, you can check historical anniversaries and birthdays from the date. When you select a date from the calendar, the anniversary information is obtained from Wikipedia and displayed on the screen.

	[image: COUNT WEB]COUNT WEB
COUNT WEB is a site that can measure the number of pushes. It can be used for the number of items and traffic volume surveys of people. You can use a general frequency meter on your browser.

	[image: COMPASS WEB]COMPASS WEB
COMPASS WEB is a site that displays the current orientation. You can use your smartphone as a compass and compass.

	[image: SCORE BOARD]SCORE BOARD
SCORE BOARD is a site that displays scores on the Web. The score such as the match is displayed on the browser.

	[image: PEDOMETER WEB]PEDOMETER WEB
PEDOMETER WEB can easily measure the number of steps on the browser. Disable sleep on your smartphone before use.

	[image: DICE WEB]DICE WEB
DICE WEB rolls dice on the browser. You can use the dice on your smartphone or computer at any time. Use 3D dice with WebGL.

	[image: SOUND WEB]SOUND WEB
Sound Web is a site where you can play sound effects. Play sounds on your browser, such as quiz sound effects and animal calls.

	[image: VOICE RECORDER]VOICE RECORDER
VOICE RECORDER saves voice on your browser. You can easily record voice on your smartphone or computer. It can be used as a simple IC recorder.

	[image: SPEED CHECK]SPEED CHECK
SPEED CHECK is a website that measures the speed of your Internet connection. The measured speed can be recorded. You can use it on your computer or smartphone.

	[image: ADDITION WEB]ADDITION WEB
ADDITION WEB is an addition time attack website. 10 questions are given. It is a tool to train your math skills by recording your calculation time and accuracy.

	[image: SUBTRACTION WEB]SUBTRACTION WEB
SUBTRACTION WEB is a time attack site for subtraction. 10 questions are given. It is a tool to train your math skills by recording your calculation time and accuracy.

	[image: MULTIPLICATION WEB]MULTIPLICATION WEB
MULTIPLICATION WEB is a multiplication time attack website. 10 questions are given. It is a tool to train your math skills by recording your calculation time and accuracy.

	[image: DIVISION WEB]DIVISION WEB
DIVISION WEB is a time attack site for division. 10 questions are given. It is a tool to train your math skills by recording your calculation time and accuracy.

	[image: CHARCOUNT]CHARCOUNT
CHARCOUNT is a tool for counting the number of characters in sentences such as blogs and reports. You can check the number of characters in the text word by word.

	[image: DIFF TEXT]DIFF TEXT
DIFF TEXT is a website that compares two texts. The text is compared in a browser and the differences are displayed. Text and source code can be easily compared on the Web.

	[image: DATECALC WEB]DATECALC WEB
DATECALC WEB is a site that calculates dates and the number of days of dates. Add or subtract the number of days to any date.

	[image: COLOR WEB]COLOR WEB
COLOR WEB allows you to check the color from RGB values. It displays RGB values and hexadecimal numbers as color values. You can easily check the color or colors on your phone or computer.

	[image: HTML ENTITY]HTML ENTITY
HTML ENTITY converts text containing tags into HTML entities and displays them. It can also convert entities to text.

	[image: URL ENCODE]URL ENCODE
URL ENCODE is a URL encoding and decoding site that can display Japanese strings contained in URLs.


				

			

		


		
			
			

		

	

	
	
	

